In this paper it is shown that cyclostationary spectrum sensing for Cognitive Radio networks, applying multiple cyclic frequencies for single user detection can be interpreted (with some assumptions) in terms of optimal incoherent diversity addition for "virtual diversity branches" or SIMO radar. This approach allows proposing, by analogy to diversity combining, suboptimal algorithms which can provide near optimal characteristics for the Neyman-Pearson Test (NPT) for single user detection. The analysis is based on the Generalized Gaussian (Klovsky-Middleton) Channel Model, which allows obtaining the NPT noise immunity characteristics: probability of misdetection error (P M ) and probability of false alarm (P fa ) or Receiver Operational Characteristics (ROC) in the most general way. Some quasi-optimum algorithms such as energetic receiver and selection addition algorithm are analyzed and their comparison with the noise immunity properties (ROC) of the optimum approach is provided as well. Finally, the diversity combining approach is applied for the collaborative spectrum sensing and censoring. It is shown how the diversity addition principles are applied for distributed detection algorithms, called hereafter as SIMO radar or distributed SIMO radar, implementing Majority Addition (MA) approach and Weighted Majority Addition (WMA) principle.
Introduction
Spectrum sensing is one of the most important elements for the functioning of Cognitive Radio (CR) networks.
As it is well known [1] , CR networks are made up of primary users (PU) which have "legal" use of certain frequency bands and secondary or cognitive users (CU), located in different space-distributed cells, which share the same frequencies as the PU in a part-time fashion.
The CU produce undesired interferences to the PU and so they are allowed to share the same spectrum with the PU if and only if the Quality of Service (QoS) degradation provoked to the PU does not reach a pre-established level.
The cognitive users have to make first a spectrum sensing in order to determine whether the primary users are "on" or "off" 1 and then "adapt" their transmission rate and transmission power in order to avoid producing harmful interferences to the PU or take advantage of the "spectrum holes" free of PU [1, 2] , etc.
The common approaches are based on the Interference Temperature (IT) and power spectrum estimations, energy detection and cyclostationary feature detection (see [1] [2] [3] [4] and the references therein). The last one was first proposed in [5] and generalized for multiple cyclic frequencies at [4] .
It is worth mentioning here that the cyclostationarity, as phenomenon, is not a recent development at all (see for example [6] ) but effective tests for indication of second order cyclostationarity using a Neyman-Pearson type test was proposed not long ago. Its natural generalization for multiple cyclic frequencies was recently proposed for PU identification in CR networks [4] .
As it was already mentioned in [4, 5] the cyclostationarity is present, practically, in many communication signals: multiple cyclic frequencies may be related to symbol rate, guard periods (as in the case of OFDM systems), etc.
In the following it will be shown that single-user detection algorithms (in the form of expected value estimation of the cyclic autocorrelation) can be interpreted as an specific form of the mixed frequency-delay incoherent "diversity combining" block with the number of virtual "branches" equal to the product numbers of cyclic frequencies and time delays; it can be also called as a SIMO radar. This is the main difference between this paper and the material presented in [4, 5] .
Based on practical reasons, it is possible to assume that these "branches" suffer from fading which in the general case can be modeled with the help of generalized Gaussian statistics, or Klovsky-Middleton model, (see for example [7] ).
Moreover, in the following, depending on the frequency and delay diversity parameters, fading in these branches or antennas is assumed as non-homogeneous, homogeneous and totally correlated (the latter was considered at [4] for flat Rayleigh fading) or statistically independent. Certainly those last two marginal cases are assumed in the following only in order to obtain tractable analytical results; generalized analysis for correlated branches, based on the statistical description of Gaussian quadratic forms (see [8, 9] , etc.) will be considered elsewhere later on, but one important special case of correlated branches is considered in the following as well.
It is worth mentioning that the concept of "diversity approach" for multiple cyclic detection is useful not only for effective development of quasi-optimal approaches, but also allows to consider the necessary "trade-off" between the number of delays and cyclic frequencies for the detection procedure and the statistical dependency of the corresponding "diversity branches" in order to fulfill the noise immunity or "Receiver Operating Characteristics" (ROC) requirements.
Moreover, in the following, it will be shown that the "diversity" concept for spectrum sensing is rather constructive for the analysis of collaborative sensing as well (see [9] , etc.). In [9] the collaboration is tackled in a rather different way, than in the following. For the latter the set of secondary users (SU) being collaborating between themselves or operating through a Fusion Center (FC) can be interpreted as virtual branches (antennas) of the distributed detection system, which can apply NPT detection technique or Sequential Analysis methods.
This distributed system is nothing else as a distributed SIMO radar, where virtual receiving branches are affected by statistically independent flat fading (the above mentioned incoherent combining algorithm at SU is also working as an optimum SIMO radar, but not in a distributed fashion). See also some examples at [10, 11] , etc.
for calculation of its noise immunity properties.
Regularly proposed counting rules [2, [12] [13] [14] for operating at FC can be also interpreted as a special case of quasi-optimum incoherent diversity addition (see MA algorithm in the following) and can be modified in order to approach its ROC properties to the optimum SIMO radar case (see the WMA algorithm in the following).
In this paper only the novel theoretical material, which is the kernel of a deeper and original insight into the Spectrum Sensing problem, is presented. Some simulations related to this problem have been included in [15] ; however, comprehensive and thorough simulations are reserved for another work of the authors (a book chapter already in process for publication).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents some fundamental results concerned to the Generalized Gaussian (GG) channel modeling. Section 3 is totally dedicated to single user multiple cyclic frequency detection and its relation to incoherent optimum diversity combining. In section 4 the noise immunity of the NPT for the GG channel is analyzed. In Section 5 some suboptimal algorithms for multiple frequency cyclostationary sensing are considered. Here some discussion of the results is presented as well. Section 6 is totally dedicated to collaborative sensing issues. Conclusions will be presented at Section 7.
Generalized Gaussian (Klovsky-Middleton) Channel Model
Basically most of the existing fading channel models are based on the concept of the module and phase of the random vector with Gaussian Probability Density Functions (PDF) for orthogonal statistically independent quadrature components "x" and "y" 2 , i.e., [7, 8] : , [7, 8] . For this reason in the following the term "four parametric distribution" is used, and the rest of this section corresponds to [8] . 2 Those issues were tackled comprehensively in the 60 th -70 th of the last century by many authors. Here we would like to distinguish D. Klovsky [8] , D. Middleton [16] , P. Beckman [17] , etc. Details can be found at [7] . where I 0 (z) is the modified Bessel function of order zero [18] , 2
Other forms (see for example [7] ) follow from the way the integrand in (2) is calculated, but they are not applied in the following.
Beckman, Hoyt, Rice, Rayleigh and truncated Gaussian distributions follow from (3) directly.
Let us introduce the new parameters: (3) is named as Generalized Gaussian model. Next it is easy to find the parameter "m" for equivalent Nakagami distribution [19] :
It is worth mentioning here that Nakagami distribution is only an approximation for the four-parameter case, but mainly it adequately represents the "dynamics" of the variation of the four-parameter PDF functional form.
Single User Multiple Cyclic Frequency Detection
The cyclostationary (CL) properties of the communication signals have been already widely investigated and applied (see [4, 5, 20] Thus, the estimation of the autocovariance function is [4] :
where the time delay  is an integer and is fixed, the cyclic frequency  is fixed as well, M is the number of observations at (5) and x(l) is an input complex sample, with x*(l) being its complex conjugate.
Representing the complex exponent in (5) in a trigonometric form and assuming that x(l) is a sample of the ergodic stochastic process, one can easily see that when M  1 or the time of analysis T is much more than one, the estimations * xx R are nothing else but estimations of the complex Fourier coefficients for fixed  and  (see also [6] ).
If one forms a complex vector of (5) for different  and , the Generalized Maximum Likelihood Ratio (GMLR) for its estimation (assuming asymptotic Gaussianity of the observation) is well known (see for example [4, 8, 21] Let us define an estimation of each "j" complex F-coefficient as
where
are real and imaginary parts of j Vˆ; here it is assumed that in the estimation process necessarily takes place n(t) -the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with intensity N 0 equal for all j.
It is well known that "true" F-Coefficients are not correlated, but their estimations for finite "M" and corrupted by the noise are not correlated only asymptotically, when M or T (or both) are much more than one. With this assumption, applied systematically in the following, (6) can be significantly simplified taking into account the total Gaussianity of the terms in (8) [8] , (see also [4] ):
Finally the left side in (6) can be represented in the way:
, E i = P i T and P i is the average power of each F-coefficient (fading is not considered here).
One can see that the algorithms (8), (8a) are nothing else but an optimum incoherent quadratic diversity combining of Q total virtual "branches", where Note that quadratic combining to obtain the NPT can be presented in the way:
where  0 is a detection threshold. Formula (9) is not only a formal analogy with diversity addition or SIMO radar test: it is an essential reflection of the analogy between the autocovariance estimation and diversity combining of statistically independent data (see also [22] ).
So, in absence of fading, all branches are asymptotically statistically independent.
In presence of fading 2 i V can be statistically independent as well, but also might be totally correlated in scenarios of flat fading both in frequency and time domains. Both cases will be considered while noise immunity of this single user multiple cyclic frequency algorithm will be analyzed (see next section).
Noise Immunity of the Algorithm (9) in Generalized Gaussian Channels
It is well known [23] that the Neyman-Pearson Test (NPT) in terms of hypothesis testing, can be formulated as following: As it is well known, the NPT is characterized by P fa and P M which are respectively the probability of false alarm and the probability of misdetection error [23] .
In absence of fading, the "z" is formed by squares of the normally distributed components and its PDF for different hypothesis can be defined in the way [8, 23] :
is the expectation of the sum of
and is a parameter of the noncentral chi-square distribution [11] .
It is worth to notice that in presence of fading, the functional forms for these distributions will differ depending on the scenarios for GG channel model and will be considered in the following.
Statistically Independent Virtual Branches with Flat Generalized Gaussian Fading in Each Branch
Let us assume that each
x y are quadrature Gaussian components of the GG fading model. Here we have to notice that for both hypothesis each quadrature components in 
For hypothesis H 1 : 
where M{} and D{} are symbols of mean and variance respectively; 2 0
. Here it is taken into account that for the frequency diversity case there are P out of Q virtual branches and the transmitted power has to be divided between them [24] . From (12) and (13) it follows that for both hypothesis the PDF W(z) is always a non-central chi-square distribution.
For analytical evaluation the special cases of "high reliability detection" 1 , 
Fixing the level of P fa one can find  0 and once more, 
Now let us repeat the same analysis as before, but for Nakagami fading channels (see Section 5) . Assuming non-correlated homogeneous conditions for the fading in all "virtual branches" one can get:
where   can be found from (14) and "m" from (4).
Totally Dependent Virtual Branches (Flat Fading) in GG Channel
In this case the fading processes at all the virtual branches are totally correlated. Obviously it means that the resulting SNR after combining is:
; thus the problem can be transferred to the quadrature addition algorithm for one equivalent branch, i.e. without diversity but, with the GG model of flat fading:
0~. Here formulas (12) and (13) are valid but for conditions of single channel, i.e., without index "i".
Then Q eqv 1 and from (14)
Dependence between P fa and P M is usually called as "Receiver Operational Characteristic-ROC" and they are presented at Figures 1-3 , where the continuous lines correspond to case a and the dotted lines to case b.
Comparison of (19) and (15) deserves some comments. 1) When in both scenarios 2 i h  are equal and P fa is fixed, then P M from (19) is much more than P M from (15) . The latter can be explained by the diversity effect at (19) , see also [8, 25] .
2) Then it is reasonable to choose a small set of delays and multiple frequencies (Q  5 [10, 25] ) in order to provide (if the channel conditions allow it) statistically inde- pendent fading in those virtual branches, i.e. it is reasonable to "sacrifice" the numbers of P and N by bigger intervals between    and    so as to artificially create independent fading in the frequency and delay domains, which certainly leads to better noise immunity after "diversity combining". So, appropriate choice of cyclostationary features Q = NP of the desired signals of PU can significantly improve their ROC properties.
One Special Case of Covariance Matrix for Correlated Branches at Quadratic Incoherent Addition Algorithm
Let us consider in the following one special case of the covariance matrix for quadrature components
: assume that across the branches all x l or y l Gaussian components are correlated with coefficients R x or R y and there is no cross-correlation at all between x l and y l Gaussian components. One can see, that this assumption restricts (in general) the type of the covariance matrix of the GG channel model but might be useful for the first step examination of the influence of the covariance between virtual (but not only virtual!) branches at the noise immunity characteristics of the SU: consider, for example, SU which applies multi-antenna receiving system, etc.
It is well known that for each pair of x or y Gaussian variables, by the well known angle rotation linear transform it is possible to obtain a new set of statistically independent Gaussian variables: rotating of the coordinate system  -are variances of two correlated Gaussian quadrature components, while new Gaussian variables are statistically independent [17, 11] .
In order to provide tractable analytical results, in the following only the case Q = 2 for the algorithm (11) will be considered.
Then noise immunity analysis can be done in the same way as it was done at IIIa, but the means and variances for hypothesis H 0 and H 1 have to be calculated by the formulas:
 correspond to the variances of the quadrature components, calculated for different hypothesis H 0 and H 1 (see (12) , (13) Now all the set of these parameters can be considered as new parameters of the GG model with the statistically independent branches. So the noise immunity (ROC) can be calculated in the same way as in IIIa (see formulas (14) , (15)). This calculation, (in general) is rather cumbersome, because the new parameters of the GG model come from rather complex expressions (see above).
Therefore assuming that P fa and P M . are much less than one as it was done earlier, it is possible to apply the asymptotic calculus (see [10, 11] ). Particularly, for the hypothesis H 0 (see IIIa) all means will be close to zero and all variances will be equal to (1-R 2 ). So P fa can be calculated by (14) but with the new threshold ′ =  0 /(1-R 2 ), depending on R, but the method of calculus is the same as in IIIa.
Then for the asymptotic case P M << 1, one can get: 
This formula is for the GG channel model and is rather general in the sense that it does not provide a "transparent picture" about the dependence of P M , for example, on R etc; it requires implicitly numerical calculus.
Let us consider a special case:    1 R  ; this result was in some sense predictable (see [7, 8] for example). When the fading follows the truncated Gaussian PDF then: The same character of losses can be found for significantly Rician character of the GG model; so, it can be considered as a rather "universal" dependence of losses on the correlation coefficient value.
Of course changes of the threshold, which depends on "R", influence the character of the dependence of ROC on the correlation properties of the GG model in a nonlinear way, but this will be discussed elsewhere in the future.
Concluding the material of this section, it is worth to mention, that from the theory of diversity combining it is well known [7, 8] that correlation between branches has influence, mainly, on the noise immunity characteristics (ROC, in our case) when resulting SNR is rather high, i.e. P M is much less than one.
Suboptimal Algorithms and Their Noise Immunity
The first suboptimal algorithm considered hereafter will be an energetic receiver where the desired signal is repre- Now, for the representation of   x t and   n t let us apply the F-basis in the same way as it was done at [10] , (see also [22] and references therein).
Then:
where 0 
quency bandwidth, k 2 , k 1 are upper and lower indexes taken into account here for the F-series expansion. Then: (22) as  1 and  2 (see [10, 22] and Section 4 one has to apply: Then the threshold  0 can be easily found from (14) where Q B  and P fa are fixed. The detection probability P M is: 1 
An exact tractable analytical expression of P M for the GG model is not available.
In absence of fading it is possible to obtain an analytical result in the following way.
First, representing the Bessel function as in [18] in the way:
then the P M from (24) is:
where B = 2F,  (,x) -is the lower incomplete gamma function.
Analysis of (27) shows that influence of B can be significant and it can be shown that for fixed P fa or D 0  , while B grows, P M also grows. To the best of our knowledge, influence of B and not only of 2 h on the noise immunity of the energetic (autocovariance) receiver was first stressed in [22] .
Then for the multiple cyclic frequency case, when the number of frequencies P is rather large while T is fixed, F is large as well and P M grows.
Therefore the energetic detector is not definitely a good candidate for spectrum sensing for this scenario, as its P M is much worse than for the optimum detector (see the previous section). In some sense this comment coincides with the simulations [4] , besides that there the energetic detection was not implemented in the same way as mentioned above.
Another option for suboptimal detection is to take advantage of the analogy between multiple cyclic frequency detection and quadratic diversity combining and apply a suboptimal variant of incoherent diversity addition (see [7, 8] ). Hereafter a selection (switching) combining method was chosen, assuming that fading has a Nakagami PDF (see [4] ). See formula (4) to adjust parameters of Nakagami PDF and four-parameter distribution.
There are several different approaches for switching combining but in the following we will analyze only the algorithm of selection of the "virtual branch" with
Let us assume here, for simplicity, the homogeneous fading conditions then, the distribution of the maximum value of the identically distributed random values is [11] :
    
Then it is necessary to average P M for one virtual branch without fading through (28) with the help of (29) while P fa is:
where  is a threshold. The P M of the channel without fading is:
Following the above mentioned procedure for the case Q = 2 and h > 1 one can get from (28)- (31) an approximate formula: One can compare this method of switching combining (with fixed 2 h and Q = 2) with the optimum approach (see (14) , (17)).
Please notice that in fading channel conditions when the number of virtual branches is growing, one encounters the so-called "hardening effect", i.e. while Q is increasing, the increment of noise immunity might be low. Therefore, with Q = 2 there is a good option to compare the effectiveness of the selection combining method with the optimum one. In Figure 4 the ROC for this method is presented, where for comparison some of the "optimum" ROC's, see (17) , are presented. One can see that the energetic losses for P M = 10 -4 are rather small and for m = 1 are negligible.
In the same manner as above, the well known set of sub-optimum combining algorithms can be applied: other methods of switching combining, linear (weighted and non-weighted) addition, etc. Their application is rather straightforward and is not presented here.
Some discussion regarding the obtained results One can ask: if both algorithms (11) and (12) rely on quadratic addition of the F-coefficients, then why their noise immunity is so different, particularly with the GG channel fading? What is going on? The answer is rather straightforward.
At (11) the object of the quadratic addition are the Fcoefficients, but from the autocovariance function of the output of the multiple cyclic frequency optimum detector, i.e. after optimum processing of the quadrature components of the input signals. It is also possible to provide statistically independent fading of the virtual branches for incoherent addition by properly choosing the cyclic frequencies and delays, etc. which drastically increase the noise immunity (through the diversity effect).
In contrary, the energetic receiver, as it is in (20)- (22), does not apply specific properties of the cyclic frequencies and just extracts the total energy of the aggregate input signal. It is often hardly possible for this case to the F-coefficients of the input signal to exhibit statistical independency in fading conditions. Moreover, for the energetic receiver (22) the noise immunity, even in the case of a constant channel (without fading), goes down while the bandwidth F grows (B = 2 FT, with T fixed) as the noise power grows. Therefore the energetic receiver for multiple cyclic frequency signals might be useless when FT  1.
For a quasi-optimum alternative for optimum quadratic combining it is possible to consider all the set of switching combining algorithms (see (30) for example), as well as a whole set of quasi-optimum algorithms of non-coherent diversity combining such as a set of linear combining methods with rather low energetic losses for the fixed P fa and P M .
Collaborative Spectrum Sensing with Censoring
Here as in previous section it is supposed that spectrum sensing is based on the cyclostationary properties of the signals of the primary users (PU) and the secondary users (SU) are spatially distributed within certain area. All the set of SU can sense the whole frequency band of interest, or each SU may sense just a partial band. Hereafter it will be assumed that all SU are sensing the same frequency band. In both cases of spectrum monitoring, SU have to share the sensing information between them or might be coordinated by a Fusion Center. It seems reasonable that, no matter what kind of exchange is used, the local decision information has to be obtained by a minimum set of observations M in (5), while N and P are fixed 5 . In other words, the time of analysis in (5) has to be reduced as much as possible; meanwhile the amount of transmitted data has to be reduced as well.
Then it is opportunistic to apply the sequential analysis of A. Wald [26] where ML test, in contrary to NPT, has to be compared with two thresholds related to requirements of P fa and P M .
Let us suppose that for the latter, highly reliable final results for the test are predefined, so P fa and PM have to be rather low. This might be a rational way to make censoring for the local test as only reliable information has to be forwarded to the FC or other SU.
One has to notice that each SU will obtain those reliable final results (whether PU exists or not) at different time instants. This information has to be sent to other fellow SU or to FC in binary way.
Next let us consider several rather general but different scenarios of collaborative spectrum sensing.
-Each n-th SU, K n , 1  , passes, after time "T", the information of "z n " (not binary) to the system of quadratic addition at the FC. So, Then Z might be analyzed by the NPT or by sequential analysis (see below) assuming hereafter that the channel SU  FC is error free. So after final addition, the result of quadratic diversity addition of KQ virtual branches (or of K SU) is analyzed, assuming statistically independent fading along all summations (see (10) and (11) 
above).
This scenario can be called as a distributed optimum incoherent "SIMO passive radar" and its characteristics are equal to (14) , (15) with the number of virtual branches KQ.
-Each of the n-th SU make an individual decision regarding to the presence of PU and then send the binary decision to the FC by error free channels. Assuming that all those decisions are statistically independent, the final result at the FC can be obtained according to the majority rule (see for example [27] ) with the majority not-weighted (or weighted) diversity addition method. This case can be also called "SIMO radar" but in contrary to the first one it is non-optimum. In the following the topics related to those issues will be thoroughly considered. Majority diversity addition and weighted majority addition (WMA) in collaborative spectrum sensing
If the majority principle is applied at FC, then the decision is made by analysis of the partial decisions at each SU (here SU acts as a "virtual" diversity branch) and the decision which takes place at the majority of the branches is favored. This method is called "majority diversity addition" 6 . If partial solutions are binary and the number of virtual branches is odd, there cannot be any collision in the final decisions for such method.
Let K = 2q-1 and "P 0 " denote the existence of PU after "q" tests on the branches.
So if after "m-1" probes on the virtual branches one gets "q-1" results of existence of PU and "m-th" probe gives the same, then for the "q" test one gets the probability of this event as
The probability of P(P 0 ) is a sum of statistically independent probabilities of probes (34) through all "m" from m-q up to m = 2q-1, i.e.:
where P 1 can be P fa or P M , so P(P 0 ) is a final probability of false alarm or error detection (see for example [11, 27] as well), depending which one of hypothesis is considered. If one defines "n" in the way n = m -q, it yields: 5 Meanwhile one has to notice, that asymptotic conditions for M (T) are assumed to be valid here in order to preserve the uncorrelated conditions for F-coefficients in (5). 6 Some modifications of the majority diversity addition can be found at [13, 28] , etc.
At the same time, from the theory of diversity combining it is known that majority addition is equivalent to the optimal incoherent addition with the number of branches (here virtual ones) "q", i.e., to incoherent (quadratic) addition with almost twice less branches.
So, comparing the characteristics of majority addition with those of the optimum SIMO radar one can see several limitations of the former:
-Optimum SIMO radar with incoherent addition actually operates with almost twice more virtual branches and therefore provides significantly better detection characteristics (ROC's); -The majority addition operates successfully only with odd number of virtual branches, while optimum SI-MO radar operates with any number of branches. The price one has to pay for the advantages of the optimum SIMO radar is a more complex data transmission scheme: in the majority addition, simply binary results are transmitted, and for SIMO radar the information of the "z" value for each SU has to be transmitted to FC through error free channels.
Is it possible to improve the ROC properties of the majority addition in order to make them approach to those of the optimum SIMO radar?
In order to approach the noise immunity properties of the majority addition to those of the optimum incoherent addition, some modifications of the former were proposed.
One of them, the so-called "weighted majority addition" was proposed at [29, 30] . The idea of this method is rather simple: introduce in the majority addition algorithm information of the channel gains for each partial solution, or in other words introduce "weights" in the procedure of the majority addition algorithm. In this way the channel gains for the diversity "branches" work as weighting coefficients in the process of majority selection. It was shown that this suboptimal method provides results very close to those of the optimum incoherent addition [29, 30] if the communication scenario allows taking advantages of channel gains.
One can see that it is not the case for one of the scenarios at FC: each result of detection at SU was obtained through the optimum quadratic addition by the SU itself, so the resulting fading at SU has a very low variance when Q is rather large (hardening effect) (see, for example [10, 25] ). Therefore, it is hardly possible to improve the results of majority addition by introducing weighting coefficients as all the weights might be practically equal. But it is known that if the channels are sufficiently heterogeneous, the hardening effect does not even appear or it appears very slowly, while Q   at the SU. So, let us consider another extreme special case. Let us assume that the fading at the SU's are so heterogeneous, that practically all quadrature addition algorithms do not work as the diversity combining algorithm and each SU have Q  1 (single reception) with m-distributed fading 7 and the fading is generally heterogeneous.
With this assumption one can see that the problem is converted to the case of SIMO Radar: SU are sending to the FC binary information of partial decisions together with the information of their weights in order to provide to the FC with weighted addition (the channel SU  FC is supposed to be error free).
Let us formulate here an assumption: if the final decisions are taken at FC by applying the technique of weighted addition of partial decisions, then the SU's have to transmit to the FC not only the information of partial decisions, but information of their reliability as well and all the system (PU, SU, FC) is working as a distributed quasi-optimum SIMO Radar.
Returning back to the above mentioned scenario, one can see that the decision of PU existence in the majority of "branches" can be obtained by the algorithm: 
and the error P M after addition, finally will take place if the sign of the inequality in (37) changes to the opposite one. Conditions for false alarm are defined in a similar way when PU really does not exist in observations at SU. Let us assume that [19] :
where m j and the corresponding parameters for four- 
(42) But the number of virtual branches "q" with errors, both for P M and P fa , is a random variable with Bernoulli PDF, when the virtual branches have statistically independent fading [29, 30] .
where     (14), (15) (43) is "universal" in the sense that the final P M and P fa can be calculated through it, because as it was mentioned above, the inequality of the (37) type can be applied for calculus of false alarm as well.
The ROC's for WMA is presented at Figures 5-7 . For comparison purposes we have included the plots corresponding to sections IVa and IVb denoted with continuous lines and with dotted lines the plots corresponding to (43). One can see that for P M = 10-4 energetic losses are less than 1.5 -2 dB.
Finally let us compare the "ideology" of the weighted majority addition with some of the approaches mentioned at [32] , see also the references therein, (in [32] it is also assumed an error free channel between SUi  FC).
The "simple counting" approach [32] is nothing else than selecting for FC decision only "highly weighted" SU. For sure this addition is "less optimum" than the approach in [29] because some of the SU's with small weights do not participate in the decision-taking process at the FC.
Other two methods, namely the Partial Agreement Counting and the Collision Detection, assume the existence of a feedback channel between SU and FC which can be used for comparing partial decisions at the SU and final decisions at the FC in order to select the "true" final decision. This option was not considered in the current analysis. (19) ---, (43) ---. 8 Formally the following analysis is valid for the general case [30] as well. For sure, application of the feedback channel opens the possibility to improve the reliability of the final decision at the FC and taking into account that weighted majority addition is a practically optimum incoherent addition, the final characteristics might be better than what it has been mentioned at [32] .
Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that cyclostationary spectrum sensing as well as collaborative spectrum sensing for Cognitive Radio networks can be interpreted as a special case of the concept of optimum or sub-optimum incoherent diversity combining approach (SIMO radar).
It was shown, that as sub-optimum algorithms for this purpose it is possible to apply the whole "gamma" of well known algorithms such as all types of switching combining, as well as linear combining and counting rules (discrete addition), etc.
The concrete detection algorithms (distributed or not) utilizing NPT or sequential tests leads to the so-called SI-MO radar algorithms and their ROC's were analyzed here for GG channel fading models in the most general way.
It is worth mentioning here that, application of the cyclostationary properties of the PU signals (through the estimation of the F-coefficients of the autocovariance function) is a convenient but obviously not the unique approach that allows construction of statistically independent virtual diversity branches for the spectrum sensing detection algorithms. For example, for the broad band GG communication channels, virtual branches can be constructed through channel orthogonalizations in the frequency and time domains (in the same way as it was done in [33] ), or by choosing statistically independent fading sub-carriers of OFDMA signals (see [34] ), etc.
Other emerging problems, such as detailed analysis for correlated virtual branches of the sensing algorithms, adaptive methods of sensing for unknown parameters of GG channels, application of the ideas of the feedback algorithms for collaborative sensing, etc. will be presented by the authors elsewhere.
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